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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
 
(2) The end of the glissando does not
have to be articulated. The note
given in parentheses serves only
as a suggested approximation.
(1) Glissando between specified notes
  
(3) Glissando between notes within specified rhythm.
Note values without noteheads (no pitch) should not




a specified ending note.
   
(5) Rapid, unmeasured alternation between two
notes. These trills are made to the note given in parentheses.

(6) Grace notes: always
as fast as possible.
     

(7) WINDS: Flutter tongue.
STRINGS & PERCUSSION: Rapid,
unmeasured repetition of the same note (tremolo).

(8) Quarter-tone notation used in the piece.
     
(9) Accidentals apply only to the note before which they are written.
The only exception is when a note is immediately repeated in the
same register. Courtesy natural signs (in parentheses or not) are
often used to avoid ambiguities. In the example above, all the four E's
repeated in immediate sequence are flatted.

(11) STRINGS: “Scratch tone” (special combination of bow pressure
and bow speed generating a noisy sound without definite pitch).
The sign applies only to the note above which it is written. Sometimes
used with an arrow to indicate gradual transition from scratch tone to
normal tone production (“norm.”), or vice-versa.
             
(10) STRINGS: “Bartók” pizzicato.
CLARINET: “slap tongue” (exaggerated
tongue action producing a short, sharp
percussive sound. Always staccato.
   
12 13 14 15 16 17
 
(18) Molto Sul Ponticello, Sul Ponticello, Ordinario,
and Sul Tasto. Used with arrows when a gradual 









(14) WINDS: The symbol on the left means normal tone production. The
second symbol (black and white circle) calls for a breathy, indistinct timbre,
but still with fully identifiable pitch. The last symbol (diamond shape) calls for
a very breathy sound, with almost no identifiable pitch (or having pitch as timbral
modification). Arrows indicate a gradual transition from one sound quality to another.
(13) STRINGS: The symbol on the left means normal finger pressure on the
fingerboard. The second symbol (black and white circle) means “half-harmonic”:
finger pressure between normal and harmonic pressure. The third symbol
(diamond) means the regular “harmonic” pressure. Arrows indicate a gradual
transition from one sound quality to another.

    
(15) CLARINET: “Growl”: literally, make a
growling sound in the throat while playing







(from left to right) soft, medium, hard













































    
                
(f)6
      
p
    
mf
















        

























    3  3
mf





































(*) Pluck the same two strings
 as the left hand continues to
 modulate the pitches with













         
       
pp mp

















   


   
mf
    



























































                                                        
















      
mf molto
f
























  f mf


      pizz.
mf secco












        
quasi f




         
mf





























     













              
3            3 3 5



















































      
(f)

      

















        

mp





   













   
 
   




















































    
   
pizz.
mp
    mf












   p
quasi f
    
molto







      
      
mf f






      
(f)
      
senza 































































































































      




          
sfp
    
p

        
  
mp






    














     








   
ff marcato












































































































       
mf
           
f














     
mf

















































      
3 3
     

f




      
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q = 50 rall.
rall.





























     





























(wide vibrato on lower note)






















 (slow gliss)  
mf
jeté
(wide vibrato on upper note)






















   
















        
p
      























































































































    
  
             
(f)6
     
p
   
mf
















   














     











































       
      
sord.
pp





       
(sord.)
       
pp
       









    sord.
pp




        
      
pp mp




         
quasi f

















       
mf
 



























































 3 (sempre pizz.)
f
      
mf molto
   5:4 5:4
5:4 6
       














     








[Pluck the same two strings
 as the left hand continues to
 modulate the pitches with
 the wide vibrato.]

 























































































































                                                               
(f)

      





7:4 7:4 6:4 5:4 7:4 7:4 5
7:4
3
    
mf






















    Clarinet Bb         
3
5:4






       
poco vibrato
p





















   sfp
  
mp






senza sord.      
mf









         
mf
      mp mf
 
 f
   p
quasi f



















     
                           
(f)
   
      
mf f










 ad lib. (poco)
              
3                  
(f)
      
senza 

























   
 
   





































   

pizz.




       

mp









  f mf
































    
   3
5
    
m.s.p.
mp
   
ord.
3 mp

























































































































    
       
     
mf
   

f
















   
       
pp
    
molto
Bass Clarinet











       
    







        
molto





   
molto
3    
mp
    
     
mp





      
molto
   
mp
     
mp








           
sfp
    
p

        
  
mp
         
mf f

















      








   
ff














































































































































   

























       












   
mf








      
f
ord.
    











    mf




















    

   





    
legno batt.
mp
      
pizz.
mf
     
(mf)
       
3 3




q = 75 poco accel.
poco accel.
poco accel.



























       
mf
        
Flute   Flute
mp
   










       Voice
p
 
    
f
     
mp





















   pp












    
mf








     
ppp












    
p





           
pp

















      
3 5
    

f
     
mp
   





      
































(    )

f




















































      
col legno batt.
mp

















       col legno batt.
mp


















       
3






















































































    
5:4
      
pp






   



















   




























3      sordina
pp




(air only)     




      

ppp




















































    
pp
s.p.
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        

mf mp
   
























        
     
f sfz sfp
 










    
mf
           (sord.)
f








                
(sord.)
pp
    
mf
         
(sord.)
f
    p
   















    
mf
























       

mp





   
mf






     
m.s.p.
sf mp
   
ord.
3 mp















































































          
  
f
    
       
     
mf
   

f











     






   
mf
       
    
      
f
      
mf







           senza sord.       (senza sord.)
f




   3 

senza sord.    
(senza sord.)
mp
    
     
mp
      
f







       

senza sord.
   
(senza sord.)
mp
     
mp








       





















      
f
ord.
    





      
col legno batt.
mp
    
7:8x
3 3
      
pizz.
mf
     
(mf)
arco
        3
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     
ppp
poco vibr.












    
mp
             
pp
     
3
3 5:4
     

ppp
   





















    
ppp




   


















    
p
     

ppp













    
p
        
 
ppp







    (sord.)
pp












(air only)          








































            pizz.
mf
 
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